Safe Zone Executive Meeting  
Friday, February 1st, 2013  
Noon ~ WUC Rogue

The training material updates have been going smoothly. The Heterosexuality Questionnaire had a bonus question added to include gender identity. Since it’s highlighted, it should be easy to focus on in-training. The lines will be removed from the questionnaire to provide more writing space for participants. More facilitator questions and notes have been added, but another question discussing appropriate versus inappropriate questions and when to ask them.

Safe Zone’s Lunch and Learn series’ dates have been updated. The dates are as follows:

- February 22nd, Noon, Santiam: “Marriage Equality”, hosted by Carli Rohner and CM Hall (potentially)
- February 27th, Noon, Room TBA: “the Goal and Purpose of Being an Ally or Advocate, hosted by Stephanie Anderson and Debbie Diehm
- March 1st, Noon, Willamette: “Transgender Experience and Lives”, hosted by Theo Ward
- March 6th, Noon, Willamette: “Hate Crimes”, hosted by CM Hall

“The Power of Language was held January 25th. Attendance was great with 15 people attending. After watching the video, some participants shared their reactions and what steps they take when they hear people say “that’s so gay.” The pledge poster was signed as well.

The Safe Zone committee agreed that the WOU Health Fair is a valuable event for Safe Zone because those attending are there specifically to come to tables. In the future, Safe Zone hopes to have LGBTQ-specific health brochures.

There were a few ideas for Safe Zone’s birthday party: host a poster presentation with a purpose in the WUC (a room or outside allegro?), ask CM to speak.